
The films of visionary French director Luc Besson, 
are ultra--stylish, fast-paced, visually exuberant, 
wildly imaginative, sometimes mystical... but always
hugely entertaining. It’s not surprising that he’s 
been called the Steven Spielberg of French cinema.

To celebrate the release of his latest film, Valerian
and the City of a Thousand Planets, the LABIA 
is proud to present a selection of his classic hits. 

Book tickets online at                         or at Pick n Pay stores

The Labia has full bar and catering facilities. Enjoy drinks
and snacks on our Terrace, or take your drinks into the Cinema.
All major Credit Cards accepted.  Snapscan is available.
Information: (021) 424 5927 Visit: www.thelabia.co.za
To host an event please contact Biata: 082 571 6671
The Labia Theatre & Terrace: 68 Orange St, Gardens

Luc Besson - director extraordinaire
Luc Besson is unarguably one of the most commercially 
successful and prolific filmmakers ever to emerge from 
Europe. After establishing his reputation with the slick,
highly visual aesthetic known as Cinéma du look, with
films like Subway, The Big Blue and La Femme Nikita,
Besson crossed over to Hollywood for numerous 
massive commercial hits such as The Fifth Element, Kiss
of the Dragon, The Transporter and Taken.
His latest release, Valerian and the City of a 
Thousand Planets, promises to entertain in the style
audiences have come to expect from Luc Besson.
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Léon, the Professional 1994 / 127 mins / 16VL
Jean Reno, Natalie Portman, Gary Oldman
12 year-old Mathilda is reluctantly taken in by Léon, 
a professional assassin, after her family is murdered. 
They form an intriguing relationship, as she becomes 
his protégée and learns the assassin's trade. Enthralling 
characters, outstanding performances, thrilling action 
and fresh dialogue make for a modern classic.
‘HHHHH Oozing style, wit and confidence... 
this is - in a word - wonderful.’  Empire  
‘Funny, tragic, brilliant and unmissable.’ Radio Times
‘A stylish and affecting thriller.’  Rotten Tomatoes
‘Like Tarantino, Besson has a unique directorial style 
that demands your attention.’ Seattle Times

The Big Blue 1988 / 161 mins / 13SL

Jean Reno, Jean-Marc Barr, Rosanna Arquette
A visionary epic of obsession and beauty: Jacques, 
the handsome diver, who is so at home in the water 
that he seems only half -human, his best friends - a 
family of playful porpoises - and Enzo, his swaggering
Italian diving rival. But when the dreamer Jacques falls
in love with the beautiful Johanna, he finds himself 
torn between the damsel and the deep blue sea.
‘Hypnotically beautiful, a metaphysical delight.’ Film 4  
‘Embraced by younger audiences around the world 
for it’s free-wheeling love affair with the ocean, The Big
Blue became a box-office phenomenon.’ Movie Times 
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The Fifth Element 1997 / 126 mins / 13VSN
Bruce Willis, Milla Jovovich, Chris Tucker, Gary Oldman
New York cab driver Korben Dallas didn't mean to be 
a hero. But he just picked up the kind of fare that only
comes along every five thousand years - a perfect
beauty, a perfect being, a perfect weapon. Now, 
together, they must save the world. 
‘Visually inventive and gleefully over the top, this is a
fantastic piece of pop sci-fi that never takes itself too 
seriously.’  Rotten Tomatoes
‘...the most creative visualization since Tim Burton's 
Batman. Plus, it's a whole lot of fun.’ San Francisco Chronicle
‘Dazzling, funny and exciting... unforgettable charac-
ters and a thrilling story.’  The Blu Spot

Atlantis 1991 / 80 mins / PG

Documentary
Filmed at numerous locations around the world, this
magical exploration of life under the sea features a
fittingly atmospheric musical score and almost no 
narration, allowing the focus to remain on the ocean 
and the incredible creatures that inhabit the depths. It’s
all here in this unparalleled look at a fascinating world.
‘Underwater visual delight’  User Review
‘will show you things you've never seen before’ Film Guide
“The artful marriage of image and music is genius!’ NYT 
“... the dolphins in a ballet that seemed perfectly 
choreographed nearly brought me to tears.’ Movie World

La Femme Nikita 1990 / 112 mins / 16V

Anne Parillaud, Jean-Hugh Anglade, Jean Reno, 
Jeanne Moreau
When a secret government agency re-programs a 
criminal, she is released to the outside world as their
agent. As her missions become more and more 
demanding, she is torn between her alliance to the
agency and her desire to lead a normal life. 
‘It's brilliant, riveting, fast-paced and original, a smart
and intriguing thrill-ride.’  Super Reviewer
‘Sexy, stylish, dangerous, excellent.’ Rotten Tomatoes
‘Wild and irresistible!’ New York Post 
‘Slick, stylish, tremendously entertaining.’ New York Times
‘A tour de force’ Empire ‘Two thumbs up!’ Siskel & Ebert

Angel-A 2005 / 91 mins / 16LS

Jamel Debbouze, Rie Rasmussen
A stunning, sexy tribute to the healing power of love.
Filled with wit, warmth and great performances, the
movie shows just how high you can soar when passion
takes flight. The fairy-tale panorama of Paris is seduc-
tively captured in gloriously crisp black and white by
Besson's longtime cinematographer, Thierry Arbogast.
‘Besson returns to his roots in this delightful, funny and
stylish fantasy. It's also a tribute to the French New
Wave for its technique and dazzling location vignettes
across Paris.’ Seattle Times
‘Unforgettable images... delightful!’ Wall Street Journal

Valerian and the City of a 
Thousand Planets 2017 / 137mins / 10/12PGV

Dane DeHaan, Cara Delevinge, Rihanna, Clive Owen,
Ethan Hawke, John Goodman, Rutger Hauer
In the 28th century, a dark force threatens the peaceful
existence of Alpha, the City of a Thousand Planets, an
ever-expanding metropolis where species from all over
the universe have converged over centuries to share 
wisdom and culture. Special operatives Valerian and
Laureline must race to identify the marauding menace
and safeguard not just Alpha, but the future of the 
universe!  This is the eagerly awaited, spectacular new
adventure film from Luc Besson with a world-wide 
release on July 21. 

Subway 1985 / 104 mins / 16LS

Christopher Lambert, Isabelle Adjani, Jean Reno,
Jean-Hughes Anglade, Richard Bohringer
Fred becomes an opportunistic thief at a birthday cele-
bration given by the Paris elite for Helena. He escapes
into the tunnels of the Metro’s predawn darkness and
has a series of adventures and chance meetings with 
many colourful figures of dubious character. A fantastic 
journey of the soul... both mystical and allegorical. 
‘Highly energetic and visual’ New York Times
‘Replete with images that will burn themselves into your
brain’ Eye For Film


